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With the development of economy and the fiercer competition, the enterprise is 
aware that the competitive advantage comes not only from the improvement of one 
self’s performance, but also comes from the efficient operation of the whole SC. The 
SC performance measurement is an important content of the SCM. Currently, many 
scholars have elaborated the SC performance measurement theory from the 
measurement method and index system, but there is rarely a study on any  
idiographic industry SC performance measurement system. 
Based on the existing theory of the SC performance measurement, this dissertation 
chooses the SC of automobile industry as its research object through the BSC model 
and AHP. The paper establishes four systems including the holistic SC of automobile 
industry, the automobile supplier, the car manufactory and the sell company. We can 
say that the research object is the SC of automobile industry, and our focus is its 
performance measurement. It’s an economics application of management theory. 
The essence of the SCM lies in integrating the system resources, searching for 
integrated competitive advantage. However, the result of SCM is not an ideal one. An 
important reason is the lack of proper performance measurement system. To the 
automobile industry, which affects the whole national economy, is among the most 
important ones. Therefore, it has the significance to study the SC performance 
measurement of automobile industry. 
The innovations of this dissertation: 
（1）Apply the management theory of the SC performance measurement to resolve 
the problem of industry research. 
（2）The system of this dissertation, built up according to the BSC model, 
overcomes the limitation of the former research which established the index at will. 
（3）The dissertation points out the SCM can promote the technique creative ability 
of Chinese automobile industry. It also points out the professional SC service 
organization is a kind of the manufacturer service. 
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